A H O M E F O R T H E W H O L E YO U .

WELCOME
I’m so glad you’re here. Whether you’re looking for support
for yourself, a loved one, or as a professional, we’re honored
to be a part of your journey.
At Ample + Rooted, we believe you are the expert in you
and that it is your birthright to inhabit, trust, and honor
your physical and emotional selves without shame. We
believe healing and belonging are profoundly vital in
creating a more equitable and just world. We believe
compassion, pleasure and embodiment lead the way
toward healing and liberation.
There are many systems of oppression that disconnect us
f rom our inner knowing. We believe mindfulness and
meditation are key to embodying your whole self, building
resilience for moving through discomfort, and developing
unconditional radical compassion. We curated this guide
for you to help introduce the power of mindfulness and to
provide some guidance on where to start.
We encourage you to explore this guide, see what you feel
called to, take what works and leave the rest. Please feel
f ree to share with a loved one if you ﬁnd this guide helpful!
And if you’d like some further support with what you
discover, we’re here for you. Please just reach out to us.
Warmly,
Neathery Falchuk
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“YOU ARE THE SKY.
E VE RY T H I N G E L S E - I T ’ S
J U S T T H E WE AT H E R .”
-PEMA CHODRON
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WH AT I S
MINDFULNESS?
Mindfulness practices emerged in India over
2,500 years ago. In Sanskrit, mindfulness is
“smrti”, which means “to remember”.
Mindfulness at its core is about returning
awareness to the present moment.
Jon Kabat-Zinn deﬁnes mindfulness as “paying
attention in a particular way: on purpose, in the
present moment, and non-judgmentally. This
kind of attention nurtures greater awareness,
clarity, and awareness of present-moment
reality.”
The awareness of thoughts, feelings, and bodily
sensations creates an opportunity to observe
and consciously respond with intention rather
than react out of habitual pattern. This allows
us wisdom in how to navigate difﬁculties and
choice in engaging in what is nourishing to
ourselves and others.

MYTHS OF
MINDFULNESS
Mindfulness is for relaxation
Mindfulness means I have cleared
my mind of all thoughts
Mindfulness takes a lot of time
Mindfulness is easy
Mindfulness is about being still
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JOURNAL
PROMPT
Do you hold any of the myths about mindfulness
listed above? Use this space to reﬂect on what
you believe mindfulness is, or isn’t, and what
blocks might show up for you as you practice
present-moment awareness.
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WHY PRACTICE
MINDFULNESS?
BENEFITS OF MINDFULNESS INCLUDE:
Sharpened attention
Increased resilience to stress
Increased sense of empathy and warmth for self and others
Lessened anxiety, depression, and ruminating thoughts
Improved physical symptoms such as blood pressure, pain,
cortisol levels, and more
Better sleep
Improved and more satisfying relationships
Reduced bias
Enhanced positive outlook
Boosts creativity
Promotes insight and clarity
Protection against cognitive decline due to aging
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JOURNAL
PROMPT
What is your “why?” Whether you’ve been
practicing mindfulness for decades or you are at
the start of your practice, it’s helpful to remain
connected to the intention behind your practice.
Please use this space to reﬂect on why you want
to weave mindfulness into your daily life.
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MINDFULNESS
PRACTICES
Now that we’ve explored more about
mindfulness, we’d love to offer you some of our
favorite introductory mindfulness practices.

ON THE SPOT MINDFULNESS

A N C HOR I N T H E P R E S E N T M OM E N T

Mindfulness can be practiced anywhere, anytime!

This grounding practice can help anchor you to the

Next time you are brushing your teeth, washing

present moment and bring a sense of calm. To begin,

the dishes, listening to music, taking a walk, or

take a slow, deep breath. Then,

listening to a loved one, practice these steps:
Notice 5 things you can see around you and say
Notice your surroundings

them out loud

Observe with the senses you have available to

Notice 4 things you can touch

you: what do you see? Smell? Touch? Hear?

Notice 3 things you can hear

Slow down

Notice 2 things you can smell

Allow any thoughts or judgments to ﬂoat by

Take 1 deep, slow breath

like clouds in the sky
Bring back awareness when you notice the
mind wander
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MINDFULNESS
PRACTICES
Allow yourself a few minutes to check in with your
body and invite the body to release tension.
To begin, ﬁnd a comfortable place and ask your body
if laying down or sitting upright is preferred.
When you notice tension, pause and invite an inhale to
B O DY S C A N

bring awareness to this area of tension and on your
exhale, invite the tension to release

Once comfortable laying down or sitting up, invite

Continue to scan your entire body slowly and pause

the eyes to close gently, if that feels good for you

when you notice tension

Bring your attention to your body and notice

Remain curious and non-judgmental

where your body is seated, notice where your body

Slowly inhale and slowly exhale releasing tension

makes contact with support

Invite yourself to scan your body as many times as

Take a few deep breaths

necessary to reach a desired state of relaxation

As you inhale, notice your lungs ﬁll with air

Continue to soften your body slowly as you scan and

As you exhale, notice your body release any

breathe

tension and relax more deeply

When you feel complete, drop the awareness of your

Bring awareness to the top of your head and begin

body and allow yourself several cycles of deep, slow

to slowly shift awareness through your entire body

breaths

all the way down to your toes

When you feel ready, slowly bring attention to the

As you slowly move your awareness, notice any

sounds of the room around you and gently allow the

tension in your body

eyes to open
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F O U R PA RT B R E AT H

M I N D F U L N E S S M E D I TAT I O N

Cultivate a state of healing and peace by paying

This is a practice of shamatha meditation which means

attention to your breath.

single pointed concentration. For this practice, it is

Inhale through your nose for a count of 4

recommended to remain sitting, however please lay down

Retain the breath for a count of 4

if that feels more comfortable for you. Once you ﬁnd a

Exhale through your nose for a count of 4

comfortable spot, let’s begin:

Pause for a count of 4
Continue this cycle of breathing for however long

Whether you are sitting or laying, please ensure your

you choose.

back is lengthened
Keep your shoulders relaxed and your chest open
Allow the eyes to soften and your lips gently parted

L OV I N G K I N D N E S S M E D I TAT I O N
You can choose to recite the loving kindness meditation
whenever you need to be reminded of this unconditional
compassion. We recommend adding this to the end of
your mindfulness meditation.
May I be safe.
May I be happy.
May I be f ree f rom inner and outer danger.
May I be at peace.
Allow yourself a few moments of breathing in these
wishes. If you feel ready, you may extend these wishes to a
loved one or a community, perhaps even to someone who
has been difﬁcult in your life. Continue to breathe in and
breathe out bringing awareness to the feelings of
forgiveness, connection, and compassion.

Let the tongue be soft and your jaw relaxed
Bring your awareness to the breath
Simply focus your attention to the sensation of breathing
in through your nose and out through your nose
As you remain focused on your breath, allow your inhales
and exhales to slow and deepen
After a few minutes, allow a short pause between each
inhale and exhale
Choose an afﬁrmation to say to yourself as you inhale
and exhale
Inhale: “I am here now”
Exhale: “I am safe”
When thoughts want to distract you, simply state “I love
you” and bring your attention back to your breath
Continue for however long feels comfortable for you
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JOURNAL
PROMPT
Mindfulness allows us the ability to reconnect
with our inner wisdom. We’ve provided a few
journal prompts to help you deepen any
further insight that might be arising after
exploring the above practices.
Take a moment to check in with yourself and
reﬂect on your experience of any of the above
practices. How did it feel? What did you
notice come up (thoughts, feelings,
sensations)? What felt difﬁcult? How do you
feel now after practicing?
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W H AT ’ S B E T W E E N YO U A N D B E I N G AT
H O M E I N YO U R B O DY ?

T O Q U O T E M A RY O L I V E R , “ W H AT I S I T
YO U P L A N T O D O W I T H YO U R O N E W I L D
AND PRECIOUS LIFE?”
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RECOMMEND
APPS

RECOMMEND
READING

L IBERATE

Aware: The Science and Practice of Presence
By: Daniel Siegel

(CREATED FOR AND BY BIPOC COMMUNITIES)

INSIGH T TIM E R
CAL M
HEAD S PACE

When Things Fall Apart
By: Pema Chodron
Don’t Tell Me to Relax: Emotional Resilience in the
Age of Rage, Feels, and Freakouts
By: Ralph de la Rosa
Radical Acceptance
By: Tara Brach
Radical Dharma: Talking Race, Love, and
Liberation
By: Rev. angel Kyodo Williams, Lama Rod Owens, and
Jasmine Syedullah
Love and Rage: The Path of Liberation through
Anger
By: Lama Rod Owens
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WILD GEESE
You do not have to be good.
You do not have to walk on your knees for a
hundred miles through the desert repenting.
W E T H A N K YO U

You only have to let the soft animal of your body

for your interest in our mindfulness guide and we hope

love what it loves.

we were able to be of some support to you. We shared a

Tell me about despair, yours, and I will tell you mine.

few of our go-to meditation practices to get you started

Meanwhile the world goes on.

and we have plenty more to share! We offer a variety of

Meanwhile the sun and the clear pebbles of the rain

meditation and mindfulness courses so stay tuned to

are moving across the landscapes,

our newsletter for updates on our next offerings.

over the prairies and the deep trees, the mountains
and the rivers.

Please let us know how this went for you!

Meanwhile the wild geese, high in the clean blue air,

You can always email us at hello@ampleandrooted.com.

are heading home again.

We’d love to hear f rom you.

Whoever you are, no matter how lonely, the world
offers itself to your imagination, calls to you like the

We want to close our mindfulness guide with a poem

wild geese, harsh and exciting - over and over

by Mary Oliver.

announcing your place in the family of things.
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